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Double outlet right ventricle 

How the cardiologist can influence the surgical strategy ?
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Neonatal strategy in DORV 
What is the plan during infancy ?

DORV is a progressive disease with a potential increase in severity with time.


In situations where biventricular repair is uncertain or hazardous, setting the ground for 
optimal univentricular heart palliation is mandatory. 


When biventricular repair is possible, early choice of the optimal type of repair is key.


Limiting the risk of re-operations from the start will lead to a better long-term outcome.
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3 groups of DORV (van Praagh)

• Groupe 1 : DORV with isolated anomalies of the outflow tracts  
« Late » DORV due to insufficient wedging 


• Groupe 2 : DORV with outflow tracts anomalies + ventricles + AV valves   
« Early » DORV during « early looping »


• Groupe 3 : Looping anomalies 
DORV associated with heterotaxy
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DORV in heterotaxy syndrome  
Pulmonary Stenosis/Atresia with DORV
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Group 2 DORV
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Strategies in DORV type 1

Set goal: normal LV&RV function, no LVOTO/RVOTO, no/mild aortic 
regurgitation, preserved AV valve function, normal growth of pulmonary 
artery branches, limited risk of reoperation on RVOT/LVOT 
Make plan : elective repair or patient’s dependent repair (staged or one 
step)

Get to work: when ? and how ? and stick to it 
Reach goal: initial strategy and long-term outcomes



Patients characteristics 
Different categories

Non modifiable 
-underlying genetic conditions


Time-dependent 
-age and weight

-symptoms


Anatomical characteristics 
Non modifiable  
-location of the VSD/physiology of the DORV

-coronary artery anatomy

Time-dependent/modifiable 
-anatomy of atrioventricular valves

-pulmonary tree anatomy (valve, annulus, branches)



DORV - classifications

1-Relationship between VSD and great vessels (Lev 1972) : 4 types	
• Sub-aortic	
• Sub-pulmonary	
• Double committed	
• Non committed	
2-Relationship between the two great vessels (De La Cruz 1992)

« Physiological classification »
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Relative position of the great vessels in DORV

The position of the great vessels does not predict where is the VSD



A-The position of the great vessels does not predict where is the VSD but 
1-is of importance for surgical planning (ASO, Bex-Nikaido, Conotruncal rotation) 
2-May complicate coronary transfer when ASO is indicated (side-by-side)
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Sub-aortic Sub-pulmonary Double committed Non committed

DORV - Relationship of VSD with great vessels
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A-The position of the great vessels does not predict where is the VSD but 
1-is of importance for surgical planning (ASO, Bex-Nikaido, Conotruncal rotation) 
2-May complicate coronary transfer when ASO is indicated (side-by-side) 

B-The position of the VSD with regards to flow will define the future LV 
outlet but the strategy may also depend on 
1-Time modifiable factors 

• weight 
2-Contra-indication for theoretically optimal repair 



DORV sub-aortic VSD
Distance between tricuspid valve  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DORV sub-pulmonary VSD Short distance between tricuspid valve  
and pulmonary valve

DORV 
« Late » DORV sub pulmonary VSD-Evaluation for anatomical repair
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A-The position of the great vessels does not predict where is the VSD but 
1-is of importance for surgical planning (ASO, Bex-Nikaido, Conotruncal rotation) 
2-May complicate coronary transfer when ASO is indicated (side-by-side) 

B-The position of the VSD with regards to flow will define the future 
LV outlet but the strategy may also depend on 
1-Time modifiable factors 

• weight 
2-Contra-indication for theoretically optimal repair 
3-The associated risk of the future repair will lead to staged management 
adding other risks 



DORV 
« Late » DORV -Sub-pulmonary VSD
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Rashkind, banding and Arterial switch operation + tricuspid valve repositioning 



A-The position of the great vessels does not predict where is the VSD
1-is of importance for surgical planning (ASO, Bex-Nikaido, Conotruncal rotation) 
2-May complicate coronary transfer when ASO is indicated (side-by-side) 

B-The position/physiology of the VSD with regards to flow will define the future LV outlet but the strategy may also 
depend on 
1-Time modifiable factors 
2-Contra-indication for theoretically optimal repair 
3-The associated risk of the optimal repair will lead to staged repair adding other risks 

C-The anatomy of the « future » right ventricle outflow tract will define the 
optimal type of repair, in association with the VSD physiology/position 
1-If anatomical repair is feasible (IVR) or IVR-Fallot’s strategy 
2-If anatomical repair is not feasible  
a-when pulmonary and aortic valves are normal (ASO) 
b-when pulmonary valve is abnormal (not usable as aortic valve), numerous 
factors will influence final decision: size of pulmonary outflow tract, function of 
abnormal pulmonary valve, anatomy of coronary arteries (loops)…  



DORV 
« Late » DORV -Short Tricuspid-Pulmonary valve distance-Severe subpulmonary stenosis
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A-The position of the great vessels does not predict where is the VSD
1-is of importance for surgical planning (ASO, Bex-Nikaido, Conotruncal rotation) 
2-May complicate coronary transfer when ASO is indicated (side-by-side) 

B-The position/physiology of the VSD with regards to flow will define the future LV outlet but the strategy may also 
depend on 
1-Time modifiable factors 
2-Contra-indication for theoretically optimal repair 
3-The associated risk of the optimal repair will lead to staged repair adding other risks 
 that 
C-The anatomy of the « future » right ventricle outflow tract will define the optimal repair in association with the VSD 
physiology/position 
1-If anatomical repair is feasible (IVR) or IVR-Fallot’s strategy 
2-If anatomical repair is not feasible  
a-when pulmonary and aortic valves are normal (ASO) 
b-when pulmonary valve is abnormal (not usable as aortic valve), numerous factors will influence final decision: size of 
pulmonary outflow tract, function of abnormal pulmonary valve, anatomy of coronary arteries (loops)…  

D-When a type of repair has been chosen, additional details may complicate 
or modify the final choice
1-Difficult REV operation (abnormal mitral valve insertions on the conal septum) 
2-Anterior loop of coronary artery for Bex-Nikaido 
3-Pulmonary artery branches anatomy and decision to insert a conduit with or without valve… 
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DORV is a pleomorphic defect and probably the paradigm CHD for personalized surgical strategy. 

Detailed anatomical evaluation using appropriate modalities will define the strategy that will include 
initial palliation when required and optimal repair technique 

Sequential in depth anatomical and physiological evaluations are required at all stages to confirm 
initial strategy or to reorient it in a more appropriate direction. 

Cardiologist will not influence surgical strategy that depends on the patients and DORV 
characteristics but the « heart team » has to produce comprehensive informations to facilitate 
surgery for both planing and performing the optimal operation.

How the cardiologist can influence the surgical strategy ?

Details make perfection and perfection is not a detail. 
Leonardo Da Vinci



Collective ignorance is our motivation 
Curiosity is our strength 

Research is our path

Individual experience is the brake 
Indifference is the weakness 

Argument from authority is the threat


